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Unlike links on your website, which should generally lead to further information and verifiable content on
other pages, the links you build outside of your website are designed to bring net surfers to your little corner
of the Internet. Therefore, they need to be written a little differently from the standard links; you’re
promoting yourself and your website out there, so act like you’ve got something good to offer.
There are some legitimate concerns about SEO for newcomers; it isn’t a strategy you can master quickly, nor
is it guaranteed to pay off. Trustworthy sites tend to link to other trusted sites, while spammy sites receive
very few links from trusted sources. Google reverses the usual format with featured snippets. They’re
featuring the snippet, hence the 'featured snippet' name. While building a better search engine optimization
strategy, having a description tag that is efficient is a good way to bring searchers to your website. The
content in this area shouldn’t exceed 30 words. Never exceed 100 kilobytes on this sort of page.

Keywords that you’re not already targeting
When done properly, internal linking will help boost your SEO rankings, get readers to peruse your content,
and drive more traffic to your site. Don’t try to improve your website’s reputation by buying links or
deliberately sharing links. Google has become very good at detecting these types of manipulative measures.
It means that you risk falling heavily down in the rankings and it can destroy much of what you have spent
time and money on creating. Generally external backlinks are those links that link to your site or any of its
pages/content and these links are counted as if those sites are vouching for your site’s high quality.
Artificial intelligence can greatly help improve your SEO strategy by taking the huge amounts of data from
your website and provide more in-depth insights into your pages’ analytics. This, in turn, can be used to
design a better user experience. Internal page linking is an important part of on page SEO. These can be
interpreted as binding your website together.

Don't use too many similar topic tags
A lot of times, even if you have worked very hard to optimize your website by following best practices,
attract the “right” visitors and offer a great experience to your website’s visitors you notice that bounce rate
stays very high or has been reduced by 1% or less the last 6 months! It is important to have at least one
keyword in your title. In addition, you should have your keywords in your meta descriptions, headers (h1
tags) and in the ALT descriptions and titles of images. Get reputable websites to link to you. You can achieve
this by gaining a good following and reputation among your customers. SEO in Hull is here. Make sure that
the links you build are natural and that Google doesn't conclude that you're trying to manipulate its search
algorithm. Panda has ensured that publishing poor quality content to earn rankings simply isn't effective
anymore. And Penguin ensures that traditional link building can be risky and dangerous to search engine
visibility. Caffeine's Freshness update has obfuscated large swaths of keyword data used to measure SEO
success.

Carrying out competitor research is crucial to any SEO campaign
Gaz Hall, a Freelance SEO Consultant from SEO Hull, commented: "There are other methods of driving traffic
to your website, including via social media, online advertising, referrals from other websites, and more.
However, search engine traffic remains one of the most common and cost-effective methods of receiving
traffic." Do your maths - its one of the primary resources for this sort of thing. Its as simple as KS2 Maths.
Really! For some reason, everyone thinks posting a blog on your own website will magically increase your
SEO presence and make your website stronger. Google will reward Google Plus users and also businesses
which are registered on Google Maps. Take advantage and join Google, as it is the most popular search
engine by far. If you are using some paid services to get links to your site, you are likely going to be
penalized by Google Penguin’s algo. Some websites have suspiciously large number of external links. These
are probably the websites which buy links in bulk. These websites are in some ways, spammy websites.
Linking to such sites can result in a penalty by Google.

Be sure to use the same words you'd use in your anchor text
links in your image alt attribute text
If you look at the big picture, social media opens opportunities that eventually lead to SEO benefits.
To ensure that your website or web pages are discovered by users conducting searches in Google, you must
implement the right tactics that appeal to the needs of users and search engines alike. Google is getting
better every day at recognizing—and rewarding—high-quality content. As defined by Google and humans,
valuable content is useful, informative, better than other content on the same topic, credible, original, and
engaging. Links within long-form, evergreen content are also more valuable than links in short, news-based
posts. Google recognizes that a site might have two versions on the same page (web version and printer

friendly version), and this duplicate content is actually meant to make for a better user-experience, and not
trick the search engines.

Think less about optimizing for specific keywords
Meta tags are pieces of HTML code that can be added to the section of your web pages. Beyond the page
title, the two most popular Meta tags are Meta Description tag and Meta Keyword There are some conflicting
views about whether or not to use Meta tags and whether they actually help your search engine positioning.
Regardless of whether or not it helps with your search engine positioning, you should use the Meta
Description tag because this is what frequently appears below your website URL in the search engine results
pages (SERPS). Optimizing images to rank well in search is a must for an increasingly visual web: a good
logo or some eye-catching graphics can be as effective at attracting visitors to your website as your written
content. Google has reduced the importance of keyword phrases and now places more importance on a
variety of elements, appropriately called “on-page factors.” Analyzing your competitor’s website could reveal
some really interesting information, including audience and main traffic sources. If you find a traffic source
that generates traffic to your competitor’s website, then that’s probably a viable channel for you, too.
When people conduct research, they want up-to-date, accurate information. That’s why it’s important to
keep content updated. Recency is becoming an increasingly important ranking factor in Google’s search
algorithm and for good reason—your audiences don’t want to waste time reading dated content.

